
*=nurps check 
“this is text and speech” 
 
START TUTORIAL 
 
“You have got to recover ten power crystals and a building Stud from this cavern” 
“We will show you what to do “ 
“Just follow our instructions” 
 
“first sparks will beam down a mobile teleport pad <MTELEPORT>” 
 
Animation of the mobile teleport pad being beamed down. 
 
“You can use this to beam down the Rock Raiders team <RAIDER>” 
 
“To teleport a rock raider click on the teleport icon <teleport>” 
 
*WAIT FOR TELEPORT-ICON CLICK 
 
“Well done” 
“now click the teleport icon  four times to get another four rock raiders <RAIDER><teleport>” 
 
*WAIT FOR TOTAL rock raiders >4 
 
“You need to dig the cavern walls to try and find Crystals  and Ore <CRYSTAL><ORE>” 
“Ore is needed to build new buildings<ORE>” 
 
* ACTIVATE 1 CLICK HERE X,Y 
 “Over to the right is a small hill, that I want you to dig through” 
 
“Click on the hill” 
* DE-ACTIVATE 1 CLICK HERE X,Y 
 
“the ground has gone a slightly darker colour this tells the rock raiders which walls you want them to 
dig” 
 
*WHEN CRYSTAL AT BLOCK X,Y 
“Well done” 
“You have found a crystal”  
 
“One of your ROCK RAIDERS will automatically pick it up” 
 
“There is a lot of rubble on the floor which you can use to build some new buildings” 
“You need a shovel to clear up all that rubble” 
“Your rock raiders get shovels from the toolstore <TOOLSTORE>” 
 
“You will need four ORE  to build a toolstore<ORE><ORE><ORE><ORE>” 
 
* ACTIVATE 2 CLICK HERE X,Y 
“Try digging on the walls further to the right” 
 
“Click on these hills and you might find some ore.” 
* DE-ACTIVATE 2 CLICK HERE X,Y 
 
“While your rock raiders team are digging the walls, we will choose where to build our toolstore 
<TOOLSTORE>” 
 
“Click on the buildings icon <BUILDICON> “ 
 
*BUILD ICON CLICKED 



 
“Now click on the toolstore <TOOLSTORE>” 
 
*TOOLSTORE ICON CLICKED 
 
“Well done” 
 
“you can now choose where you want it built” 
“All buildings must be built with their entrance next to a path, so your team can get in and out” 
 
* ACTIVATE 3 CLICK HERE X,Y 
 
 “Try building it here next to the teleport pad <TELPORTPAD>” 
 
 
* DE-ACTIVATE 3 CLICK HERE X,Y 
 
 “you are doing really well” 
“Your rock raiders team will automatically bring over any ore that they find <ORE>” 
“When they have brought over four ore then we will teleport down your toolstore” 
 
*BUILDING TOOLSTORES >0 on LEVEL 
 
“Now your tool store is built, the rock raiders will COME HERE and collect shovels, to start clearing 
up the rubble” 
 
“If they find any ore or crystals and they don’t have any where else to take them they will leave them at 
the toolstore until they need them later<ORE> <CRYSTALS> <TOOLSTORE> " 
 
“We are going to build a few more buildings, so we will need to build some more paths to connect the 
buildings to. <PATH>” 
 
“Select the path from the building icon <BUILDICON><PATH>” 
* ACTIVATE 4 CLICK FROM HERE X,Y 
* ACTIVATE 5 TO HERE X,Y 
 
 “ Lay a path down between these points” 
 
*Wait for Click here X,Y 
*Wait for Click here X,Y 
*Wait for Click here X,Y 
 
* DE-ACTIVATE 4  
* DE-ACTIVATE 5 
 
 
“By now your men are probably getting a bit hungry” 
“You can tell how hungry they are by moving the cursor over one of the rock raider team” 
“If the sandwich graphic in the top right corner is nearly all gone, then he will be hungry 
<SANDWICH4>” 
“when they are hungry they will slow down and keep stopping for a rest” 
“Your Rock Raiders will get sandwiches from the canteen <CANTEEN>” 
 
“to build a canteen <CANTEEN>” 
“Click on the buildings icon  <BUILDICON> “ 
 
*BUILD ICON CLICKED 
 
“Now click on the CANTEEN <CANTEEN>” 
 



*CANTEEN ICON CLICKED 
 
“Well done” 
 “Try building it next to the Path <PATH>” 
 
*CANTEEN  >0 
“Your men will automatically go to the canteen when they are hungry” 
“if you want make them go straight away to the canteen then select a Rock Raider and click the feed 
icon <FEED>” 
 
“To build really big buildings we need to refine the ore that you are collecting into building studs 
<STUDS><ORE> " 
 
“A Refinery changes ore into building studs and stores your Power Crystals <ORE> <STUDS>”. 
 
“to build a refinery <Orefinery>” 
“Click on the buildings icon  <BUILDICON> “ 
 
*BUILD ICON CLICKED 
 
“Now click on the refinery <Orefinery>” 
 
*REFINERY ICON CLICKED 
 
“Well done” 
“Now choose a place to build it next to the path <PATH>” 
  
*BUILDING ORE REFINERY >0 
 “You have built your first Ore Refinery” 
“Well done” 
 
“Your Rock Raiders will now take any Crystals or Ore <ORE> they have, straight to the Refinery 
<OREFINERY> to change it it into studs <STUDS> 
 
*STUDS on level >1 

“well done you have created your fist BUILDING STUD <STUD>” 
“If you look at the buildings available, you can now see the buildings which can be built with 

the  building stud “ 
 
“explore the cavern walls, getting your Rock Raiders to dig, until the uncover a total of ten crystals” 
 
*CRYSTALS on level >9 

“well done you have collected ten crystals your fist mission is complete” 
*TELEPORT ALL 
*END LEVEL 
 
 


